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Abstract: The deformation of press bolster plates under load can significantly impact the quality
of manufactured workpieces. Consequently, press manufacturers are usually obliged to provide
the metric proof of the permissible deformation values during the press commissioning process.
Unfortunately, the existing measurement methods for determining bolster plate deformations present
flaws in the measurement accuracy, the application flexibility, the metrological effort, and other
aspects. These issues have been addressed through the development of a new measurement method
using multiple inclination profiles on the surface of the measured object. Based on the difference in the
inclination between the unloaded and loaded states, the method approximates the inclination surface
and calculates the deformation of the measured object through integration. The measurement method
was first used for commissioning tests of forming presses. A comparison with the results obtained
with a measurement frame equipped with high-resolution measurement probes demonstrates an
accuracy of the new method of less than 20 µm.

Keywords: deformation measurement; local inclination; machine tool; press commissioning; press
clamping plates

1. Introduction

The experimental characterization of machine tools plays an increasingly important
role in quality assurance, process design, and predictive maintenance. This article focuses
on the experimental determination of static deformations in machine tools using the ex-
ample of forming presses. A novel measurement method is presented for determining
deformations and deflections in machine tool assemblies based on locally measured incli-
nation signals. In this paper, it is initially demonstrated that this method achieves a similar
or even higher measurement accuracy compared to previous methods, with the potential
for increased application flexibility, reduced metrological effort, and other positive effects.

In the case of deformation measurements, particularly in forming presses, the deter-
mination of bolster plate deformations under load is usually of primary interest. Figure 1
depicts a schematic representation of a press working area and a loading device consisting
of multiple load cylinders. In Figure 1a, the press is shown in an unloaded state. Figure 1b
illustrates the ram in the bottom dead center (BDC), with both the bolster plate and the ram
plate subjected to a loading force applied by the load cylinders. Both plates deform due to
this loading force.
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of the two bolster plates. Secondly, the method introduces measurement errors caused by 
the inclination of the freestanding sensors due to the deflection of the table and the ram 
bolster plates, resulting in angular errors. 

(a) 

 

1. press ram; 2. ram plate; 3. 
press bolster; 4. bolster plate; 
5. press frame;  
6. load device; 7. load device 
under pressure; 8. deformed 
bolster plate under load. 

(b) 

Figure 1. Press workspace with load device: (a) press workspace without load and press ram in 
upper position; and (b) press under load with ram in bottom dead center (BDC) and deformed bol-
ster plates. 

These problems have been addressed by using measuring frames [3–7] or measuring 
bars [8–10] equipped with displacement sensors. However, the measurement frames (Fig-
ure 2b) and bars (Figure 2c) have disadvantages such as low flexibility, a high setup effort, 
and their mounting points do not align with the corners of the press table in most cases, 
even in modular systems. As a result, the setups experience displacement in the z direction 
due to a bolster plate deformation, which distorts the measurement. Tehel addresses the 
issue of support point displacement during bolster plate deformations by employing an 
additional laser tracker measurement at the support locations of a measurement bar [8]—
see Figure 2e. The method appears labor-intensive since the laser tracker can only measure 
the displacement of a single target at a time. The accuracy may be compromised due to a 
lack of synchronization between the measurement techniques (i.e., the measuring bars 
and laser tracker). Moreover, support structures like measurement frames and bars have 
a tendency toward oscillation during the dynamic load introduction, making reliable and 
accurate data analysis challenging—see, for example, the measurement results in [4,11]. 

Struck also uses measuring bars, which are mounted in the T-slots of the bolster plate 
and which use eddy current sensors to measure the change in distance of the measuring 
bar from the T-slot base at various points in the T-slots [6]. Struck also performs a second 
measurement to determine the self-displacement of the measuring bars as the table de-
forms. To do this, he uses additional measuring bars at 90° to the T-slots, located in the 
corners of the bolster plate (Figure 2d). Based on this arrangement, the displacements of 
the T-slot bars are measured at their outer edges using precision probes. This method 
seems labor-intensive to implement. The self-displacement of the additional measurement 
bars cannot be securely ruled out, as their support points may not necessarily be in the 
table corners when the table dimensions vary. Another disadvantage is the considerable 
effort required for the material-specific calibration of each eddy current sensor to the cor-
responding measurement object (i.e., the bolster plate). 

Figure 1. Press workspace with load device: (a) press workspace without load and press ram in upper
position; and (b) press under load with ram in bottom dead center (BDC) and deformed bolster plates.

One simple measurement method to capture these deformations involves placing
displacement sensors (e.g., dial gauges) on freestanding measurement stands within the
press working space, as described in [1,2]—see Figure 2a. However, this approach has
several disadvantages. Firstly, it only allows for the measurement of overall deformations
of the table and ram bolster plates without the ability to assign deformation values to one
of the two bolster plates. Secondly, the method introduces measurement errors caused by
the inclination of the freestanding sensors due to the deflection of the table and the ram
bolster plates, resulting in angular errors.

These problems have been addressed by using measuring frames [3–7] or measur-
ing bars [8–10] equipped with displacement sensors. However, the measurement frames
(Figure 2b) and bars (Figure 2c) have disadvantages such as low flexibility, a high setup
effort, and their mounting points do not align with the corners of the press table in most
cases, even in modular systems. As a result, the setups experience displacement in the
z direction due to a bolster plate deformation, which distorts the measurement. Tehel
addresses the issue of support point displacement during bolster plate deformations by em-
ploying an additional laser tracker measurement at the support locations of a measurement
bar [8]—see Figure 2e. The method appears labor-intensive since the laser tracker can only
measure the displacement of a single target at a time. The accuracy may be compromised
due to a lack of synchronization between the measurement techniques (i.e., the measuring
bars and laser tracker). Moreover, support structures like measurement frames and bars
have a tendency toward oscillation during the dynamic load introduction, making reliable
and accurate data analysis challenging—see, for example, the measurement results in [4,11].

Struck also uses measuring bars, which are mounted in the T-slots of the bolster plate
and which use eddy current sensors to measure the change in distance of the measuring
bar from the T-slot base at various points in the T-slots [6]. Struck also performs a second
measurement to determine the self-displacement of the measuring bars as the table deforms.
To do this, he uses additional measuring bars at 90◦ to the T-slots, located in the corners of
the bolster plate (Figure 2d). Based on this arrangement, the displacements of the T-slot
bars are measured at their outer edges using precision probes. This method seems labor-
intensive to implement. The self-displacement of the additional measurement bars cannot
be securely ruled out, as their support points may not necessarily be in the table corners
when the table dimensions vary. Another disadvantage is the considerable effort required
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for the material-specific calibration of each eddy current sensor to the corresponding
measurement object (i.e., the bolster plate).
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The main disadvantages of previous measurement methods for capturing clamping 
plate deformations in forming presses can be summarized as follows: 
• Accuracy: low resolution/coarse results; 
• Flexibility: inflexibility for varying machine dimensions; 
• Effectivity: only overall deformations; limited visibility of the clamping plate; 
• Effort: time-consuming setup, many measurements, and calibration measurement; 
• Costs: expensive equipment; execution only by highly qualified staff. 

Figure 2. State of the art measuring methods for detecting clamping plate deformation in presses
(red arrows represent load force). (a) Freestanding sensors; (b) measuring frame with displacement
sensors; (c) measuring bar with displacement sensors; (d) T-slot measuring bar with eddy current
sensors and additional measuring bar; (e) measuring bar with displacement sensors and additional
laser tracker measurement; (f) laser tracker with targets; (g) laser—PSD combination; (h) stereo
camera with markers; (i) strain gauges on clamping plate; (j) measuring bar with strain gauges or
optic fiber sensor; (k) T-slot sensors; (l) compression specimens.

Optical measurement methods with external references, based on laser trackers [12–15]
(Figure 2f), laser–PSD combinations [16] (Figure 2g), or stereo camera systems [9,11,17–24]
(Figure 2h), have also been used for the determination of bolster plate deformations.

Laser trackers capture the movements of measurement targets mounted on the press
clamping plate. By design, these systems only capture the motion of a single target
per measurement. In deformation measurements with many targets, a larger number
of individual measurements must be conducted, requiring a separate ram stroke with
the machine for each. Laser PSD (Position Sensitive Detector) applications also rely on
a laser positioned in front of the machine, but the displacement measurement of the
individual measurement points is carried out by PSD sensors positioned inside the machine
(alternatively, CCD sensors or similar can be used). Again, multiple unsynchronized
individual measurements must be performed in this case as well.

For the evaluation of stereo camera recordings, various methods are employed, includ-
ing stereoscopy [11,18,19,22–24] and the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) method [9,20,21].
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The DIC method is becoming an increasingly important measurement method for deformation
measurements. A comprehensive overview of DIC methods for capturing surface deforma-
tions up to 2018 is provided in [25]. Some recent contributions can be found in [23–31]. Due
to the restricted visibility of the press working area, identifying the deformation measure-
ment directly on the clamping plates’ surface is not feasible. Therefore, reflective markers
must be used in both methods, distributed across the clamping plate. The displacement
measurement of the markers, unlike with the laser tracker and laser PSD applications,
is synchronized for all markers. However, Pilthammar indicates that, for a sufficiently
accurate image evaluation using the DIC method, several individual measurements have
to be performed, with each measurement capturing the deformation of a quarter of the
clamping plate [9]. A resolution of the deformation measurement of only 0.1 mm was
achieved. Müller utilized classical stereoscopy for image evaluation and reported similarly
low resolutions for the deformation measurement using a single stereo camera system
(0.2 mm) [18]. Further improvement in accuracy was achieved through the use of two
synchronized stereo cameras. Salfeld specifies a measurement accuracy of 25 µm for this
setup [32]. However, these approaches have the disadvantages of a high setup effort and
high acquisition costs, with the base version of a suitable stereo camera system costing
around EUR 70,000 and a suitable laser tracker costing at least EUR 100,000. Overall, optical
measurement methods with external references are not optimal for determining bolster
plate deformations on forming presses.

Another optical measurement method is based on optical fiber sensors integrated
into specially designed measurement beams [9,33]—see Figure 2j. The beams are securely
connected to the clamping plate through specially designed clamping elements, allowing
them to follow its deformation under load. While Pilthammar provides good correlation
coefficients for a comparison with the stereo camera measurements (based on the DIC
method) in his latest publication, the resolution of the DIC approach is only stated as
0.1 mm. Therefore, the measurement accuracy of the new method is not yet precisely
known and must be assumed to be 0.1 mm.

Another indirect measurement method is based on strain measurements and the cal-
culation of deformations using an analytical deformation model. The strain measurements
can be performed either directly on the measurement object (Figure 2i) [18] or on a mea-
surement beam firmly connected to the clamping plate [9]—see Figure 2j. The method
only provides coarse measurement results in the range of 0.15 mm [9]. Furthermore, it is
unclear how the decision is made regarding which polynomial degree is assigned to the
underlying polynomial model to represent the real deformation. From conversations with
press manufacturers, another basic method is known, which involves placing compression
specimens within the working area (Figure 2l). Upon plastic deformation of the specimens
by the machine, they are individually measured, and the height changes are used to cal-
culate the overall deformation. Disadvantages include the limitation of only measuring
overall deformations, a high inaccuracy due to the elastic springback of the compression
specimens and their support structure, and a significant time expenditure.

Other approaches for the in-process measurement of bolster plate deformations are
based on strain gauge- and piezo-based sensors for the measurement of width changes of
T-slots under load [12,34,35] (Figure 2k), as well as novel clamping systems for forming
tools [36,37] where the deformation of the clamping devices themselves is used to infer
the bolster plate deformation. However, the calculation of absolute deformation values
from the measurement data of both systems can currently only be achieved through prior
calibration measurements using established measurement methods.

The main disadvantages of previous measurement methods for capturing clamping
plate deformations in forming presses can be summarized as follows:

• Accuracy: low resolution/coarse results;
• Flexibility: inflexibility for varying machine dimensions;
• Effectivity: only overall deformations; limited visibility of the clamping plate;
• Effort: time-consuming setup, many measurements, and calibration measurement;
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• Costs: expensive equipment; execution only by highly qualified staff.

Figure 3 shows an evaluation of the previously used measurement methods based
on the criteria mentioned above. The evaluation is based on our own professional judg-
ment and is to be understood qualitatively. It becomes evident that existing measurement
methods are not suitable in all aspects for the specific requirements in capturing clamping
plate deformations in forming presses. This article addresses these limitations by introduc-
ing a new measurement approach based on local inclination measurements. As Figure 3
illustrates, the authors succeed in improving the experimental measurement of clamping
plate deformations in all aspects. In comparison to previous measurement techniques,
the new measurement method combines high accuracy with high efficiency in capturing
separate deformations on the bolster and ram plate, as well as maximum flexibility for
various workspace dimensions. The method offers straightforward handling, and the
required metrological equipment is comparatively affordable. Potential users include press
manufacturers, forming tool manufacturers, and press operators.
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Rating legend: 1—insufficient, 2—sufficient, 3—satisfactory, 4—good, 5—very good.

Most existing contributions on inclination-based deformation measurements primar-
ily deal with the analysis and monitoring of structures such as buildings or geotechni-
cal systems and do not specifically address the experimental analysis of machine tools.
Furthermore, none of the previous studies anticipate the results presented here from a
methodological perspective. Some representative contributions can be found in [38–42].

2. Development and Testing of an Inclination-Based Deformation Measuring Method

The following work is organized in two parts: a theoretical investigation followed by
an experimental validation. Initially, a method to determine two-dimensional deformations
on a 2D bending beam is considered, examining the effects of the measurement point
number and positioning. Subsequently, the method was expanded to measure three-
dimensional deformations and to conduct theoretical functional testing. To experimentally
validate the three-dimensional measurement method, measurements are first performed
on a test object in a laboratory setting. Subsequently, comparative measurements are
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conducted using a measurement framework and precision probes to authenticate the
results. In the second stage of validation, the deformation of the bolster plate is recorded
on an industrial machine during press commissioning at a press manufacturer. Again,
comparative measurements are conducted using a measurement frame equipped with
several precision probes.

2.1. Development and Theoretical Testing
2.1.1. Approach for Two-Dimensional Measurements

This measurement method is based on inclination sensors arranged on a measurement
object—see Figure 4. The approach uses two inclination values at each x position of
the measurement object, in both its unloaded (1) and loaded state (2)—see Equation (1).
The difference in inclination between the unloaded state αunload(x) and the loaded state
αload(x) of the measurement object is then calculated to α(x) and plotted against x (3). A
Matlab® internal spline fitting function is then used to approximate the overall trend of the
inclination differences (4).

α(x) = αunload(x)− αload(x) (1)

z(x) =
∫

αApprox(x) dx (2)

Finally, the numerical integration of the approximation function αApprox(x) along the
length of the measurement object results in the deformation curve of the measurement
object under load z(x) (5)—see Equation (2).
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Figure 4. Approach for two-dimensional inclination-based deformation measurement: (1) un-
loaded object; (2) fully loaded object; (3) inclination differences between unloaded and loaded states;
(4) approximation of inclination values; (5) numerical integration of inclination approximation.

2.1.2. Theoretical Analysis of the Example of a Two-Dimensional Bending Beam

The measurement method was first subjected to a basic theoretical functional test on
the 2D bending beam. The aim of this first investigation was, on the one hand, to provide a
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simple theoretical proof of function for the inclination-based measurement method. On
the other hand, the sensitivity of the measurement result to the number of measurement
points and the positioning of the measurement points should be fundamentally analyzed.
Figure 5 shows the boundary conditions used in this analysis.
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Figure 5. Parameters and boundary conditions on the 2D bending beam for different support
conditions (a and b represent the distances from the bearing points to the point of force application)
(a) both sides with loose bearings; and (b) both sides with fixed clamping.

Two bending curve approaches were considered: a bending curve with support on
both sides with loose bearings (beam (a), Equations (3) and (4)), and a bending curve with
support on both sides with fixed clamping (beam (b), Equations (5) and (6)). z11(x) and
z21(x) represent the deformations of the bending beams from their left end to the position
of the applied load force, while z12(x) and z22(x) represent the deformations from the load
position to the right end of the beam.

Here, l is the length of the bending beam, a is the distance of the applied load force
from the left end of the beam, and b is the difference between the beam length l and the
distance a.

z11(x) =
b

6·l ·
(

l2·x − b2·x − x3
)

,− l
2
≤ x < 0 (3)

z12(x) =
b

6·l ·
(

l
b
·(x − a)3 +

(
l2 − b2

)
·x − x3

)
, 0 ≤ x ≤ l

2
(4)

z21(x) =
b2

6·(a + b)3 ·(3·a·(a + b)− x·(3·a + b))·x2,− l
2
≤ x < 0 (5)

z22(x) =
a2

6·(a + b)3 (a·(a + b)− x·(3·b + a))·(a + b − x)2, 0 ≤ x ≤ l
2

(6)

The results of the theoretical preliminary investigations in the 2D space are shown in
Figures 5 and 6. Starting from the theoretical Equations (1)–(4), the bending curve profiles
were first calculated for both support situations. The accuracy of the measurement methods
presented is theoretically independent of the length and the maximum deflection of the
bending beam. Therefore, the values for load force F, elasticity modulus E, and moment
of inertia Iy were set to 1, and the bending curve profiles were normalized for this initial
qualitative investigation. The derivation of the equations yields the inclination curves over
the bending curve length—see Equation (7).

αij(x) =
d

dx
zij(x) (7)
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Figure 6. Results of theoretical investigations on the 2D bending beam under central loading:
(a) evenly distributed measurement positions—beam a; (b) evenly distributed measurement
positions—beam b; (c) manually optimized measurement positions—beam a; (d) manually opti-
mized measurement positions—beam b; (e) increased number of measurement points—beam a;
(f) increased number of measurement points—beam b; (g) relative error curves—beam a; and
(h) relative error curves—beam b.

Now, the task was to reconstruct the original bending curve out of just a few local
inclination values at different x positions. The theoretical inclination measurements can be
calculated from the derivative equations at predefined x values (the theoretical measure-
ment positions)—see Figure 6. Then the inclination curves were approximated from these
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local inclination values and their associated positions using a MATLAB® internal spline
interpolation function. Finally, the calculation of the bending line curve was achieved
through a numerical integration of the resulting inclination approximation. The legends in
Figures 6a and 7a are to be applied to Figures 6b–f and 7b–f, and they represent the steps
from Figure 4.
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It turns out that for a simple 2D bending line with both sides loosely supported, the
original deformation profile of the bending beam can already be reconstructed based on
just four inclination values evenly distributed over the length of the beam—see Figure 6a.
The maximum error is already below 3% with only four theoretical measurement points
in relation to the maximum deformation—see Figure 6g. For the slightly more complex
deformation profile of the beam with both sides firmly clamped, significantly larger errors
arise with such a small number of measurement points—see Figure 6b,h. However, a
simple manual optimization of the theoretical measurement positions already shows a
significant improvement of the theoretical measurement result—see Figure 6d,h.

The manual optimization involved a systematic trial of various theoretical measure-
ment positions. Alternatively, the number of measurement points can be increased to
enhance the measurement accuracy—see Figure 6e–h. Figure 7 shows, following the
same approach as described above, the results of an investigation of an off-centric load
application on the 2D bending beam.

Here too, a manual optimization of the theoretical measurement positions leads to
a significant improvement in the theoretical measurement results, compared to an even
distribution of the measurement points—Figure 7c,d,g,h. With loose support on both sides
(beam a), an increase in accuracy can be achieved by optimizing the measuring points,
even by reducing the number of measuring points from four to three. A bending beam
with loose support on both sides can be represented with a measurement error of less
than 5% using three theoretical inclination measurements. For a bending beam with fixed
support on both sides, a measurement error of about 10% is obtained with five manually
optimized measurement positions. The theoretical measurement error generally decreases
with an increasing number of measurement points—Figure 7e–h. For the even distribution
of measurement points, Equation (8) was applied. Here, l represents the length of the
bending beam, n is the number of measurement points, and xpos(i) denotes the calculated
theoretical measurement positions.

xpos(i) =
l

(n − 1)
·(i − 1)− l

2
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (8)

The investigation shows the theoretical functionality of determining deformations
based on local inclinations and reveals the dependence of the measurement result on the
number and positioning of individual measurement points. This will be further examined
later in this work.

2.1.3. Approach for Three-Dimensional Measurements

The basic approach described above needs to be extended from a two-dimensional
deformation measurement to a 3D space, which is the basis for deformation measurements
of clamping plates of machine tools.

Figure 8 shows the basic approach. The load-induced local inclinations are determined
at several measurement positions distributed on the measurement object (the bending
plate), with inclinations being recorded in both the x and y directions (1). The inclination
differences between the unloaded and loaded states are calculated following Equation (1).
From the calculated inclination differences (2), two inclination surfaces are calculated,
representing all measured inclinations in the x direction and the y direction, respectively
(3). For this purpose, a MATLAB® internal interpolation function is used (the thin plate
spline interpolation—TPS).

The two approximated inclination surfaces (3) are numerically integrated separately.
This results in an integration surface from the inclination approximation in the x direction
z∗integ−x(xi, yi) and an integration surface from the inclination approximation in the y
direction z∗integ−y(xi, yi) (Figure 8; (4) above and below, respectively)—see Equations (9)
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and (10). Therefore, alphax(xi, yi) represents the approximated inclination surface in the x
direction and alphay(xi, yi) the inclination surface in the y direction.

z∗integ−x(xi, yi) =
∫

alphax(xi, yi) dx (9)

z∗integ−y(xi, yi) =
∫

alphay(xi, yi) dy (10)
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Based on these two integration surfaces, the final deformation surface (5) of the mea-
surement object is calculated. Therefore, the initial displacements of the x-integration
surface z∗integ−x(xi, yi) at the minimum y-value and the initial displacements of the y-
integration surface z∗integ−y(xi, yi) at the minimum x-value are extracted. The x-initial
displacements are then subtracted from the y-integration surface, and the y-initial dis-
placements are subtracted from the x-integration surface over the full range of values—see
Equations (11) and (12). Therefore, zinteg−x(xi, yi) and zinteg−y(xi, yi) represent the two
integration surfaces in the x and y directions, corrected for edge deformations.

zinteg−x(xi, yi) = z∗integ−x(xi, yi)− z∗integ−y(xmin, yi) (11)

zinteg−y(xi, yi) = z∗integ−y(xi, yi)− z∗integ−x(xi, ymin) (12)

The background for this procedure is that there is no information available about
the initial displacement of the inclination sensors at the edge of the bending plate at the
minimum y-value for the inclination measurements in the x direction. The same applies
to the inclination measurements in the y direction at the press table edge at the minimum
x-value. The initial deformations of the two integration surfaces at the press table edges are
integrated into the calculation of the deformation profile by the method described above.
The final deformation surface zmeas(xi, yi) is ultimately calculated as the arithmetic mean
of the two resulting integration surfaces according to Equation (13)—Figure 8 (5).

zmeas(xi, yi) =
zinteg−x(xi, yi) + zinteg−y(xi, yi)

2
(13)

2.1.4. Theoretical Analysis of the Example of Three-Dimensional Deformation Data

The previous methods were subsequently extended to a 3D space. The aim of this
second investigation is, again, to provide a theoretical proof of function for the extended
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measurement method for 3D deformations. The functionality was initially tested on the
existing published measurement results from the dissertation by Roth [4]—see Figure 9.
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The measurement data from Roth [4] contain the measured deformation profiles of
press bolster plates of large-scale car body presses. For this purpose, the given measurement
profiles were digitized using a self-developed MATLAB® image analysis function. The
procedure applied is shown in Figure 8. Two measurement data diagrams belonging to one
test machine (Figure 9a,b) were digitized and then transferred to the 3D space (Figure 9c).
The generated 3D grid was then used to approximate a theoretical deformation surface of
the bolster plate (Figure 9d).

To investigate the developed measurement method on the previously generated 3D
fit of the bolster plate deformations from [4], the inclination values of the deformation
surface at previously defined theoretical measurement positions must be extracted. The
inclinations at the respective measurement points are calculated from the slope of a linear
function, which intersects the virtual deformation surface just before and just after the
respective measurement position in the x or the y direction (secant). With this approach,
the inclination of the deformation surface in the x and the y directions is calculated at each
defined theoretical measurement point—see Equations (14) and (15). The two inclination
values calculated from the 3D fit are to be understood as virtual inclination measurements
αx

(
xpos, ypos

)
and αy

(
xpos, ypos

)
at the virtual measuring positions given by xpos and ypos.

xcontact represents the distance from the specified measurement position in both positive
and negative directions where the secant intersects the virtual deformation surface. From
the two z-coordinates of the virtual deformation surface and the distance of the intersection
points determined in this way, the inclinations in the x and y directions at the specified
measurement positions can be approximated.

αx
(

xpos, ypos
)
=

zapprox
(
xpos + xcontact, ypos

)
− zapprox

(
xpos − xcontact, ypos

)(
xpos + xcontact

)
−

(
xpos − xcontact

) (14)
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αy
(

xpos, ypos
)
=

zapprox
(

xpos, ypos + ycontact
)
− zapprox

(
xpos, ypos + ycontact

)(
ypos + ycontact

)
−

(
ypos − ycontact

) (15)

From the inclination values of the different measuring positions, the procedure in
Section 2.1.3 is applied to calculate the two inclination surfaces (Figure 10a,b) and the two
integration surfaces (Figure 10c,d).
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(d) integration surface of the inclination approximation in the y direction after subtracting the initial
x-deformations.

Figure 11b shows the theoretical measurement result for 25 evenly distributed theoret-
ical inclination measurement positions on the 3D fit of the bolster plate (the digitized table
deformation surface of test machine A in [4]). Figure 11a, in comparison, shows the original
deformation surface calculated from the measurement data of [4]. Figure 11c shows the
absolute and Figure 11d the relative error image of these two surfaces.

dzrel(xi, yi) =
zapprox(xi, yi)− zmeas(xi, yi)

max
(
abs

(
zapprox

)) ·100 (16)

The calculation of the relative error image dzrel(xi, yi) refers to the maximum value of
the virtual deformation zapprox(xi, yi) in its center and is calculated according to Equation (16).
zmeas(xi, yi) is the virtual measurement result according to Equation (13). With the use of
25 evenly distributed measurement positions, errors below 4% could be achieved in large
areas of the measurement object using the developed measurement method. Slightly larger
errors of up to 10% result in small areas at the upper and lower edge.

For the even distribution of the measurement points on a given surface, various
rectangular and triangular grids are calculated. The calculation of rectangular grids is
based on a consideration of the given number of measurement points as the least common
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multiple of the number of measurement points in the x direction and the number of
measurement points in the y direction. Different combinations of values are computed, and,
from the valid pairs of values for the specified number of measurement points, the one
with the smallest difference in spacing between the measurement points in the x direction
and the measurement points in the y direction is selected. If no meaningful value pair can
be found by calculating a uniform rectangular grid, the calculation proceeds to generate
a triangular grid. The calculation is initially based on generating different rectangular
grids. The triangular grid is created by defining an additional measurement point in the
center of each rectangle. A valid triangular grid is achieved when the specified number of
measurement points can be completely divided among the specific triangular grids. The
calculation is carried out iteratively.
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2.1.5. Sensitivity Analysis of the Theoretical Measurement Point Quantity and Position

Analogous to the investigations on the 2D bending beam, the sensitivity of the mea-
surement result to the number of measurement points and their positioning was analyzed.
The aim was to answer the following two questions:

1. How many evenly distributed measurement points are theoretically necessary for
measurement errors ≤ 10% of the maximum deformation? See Figure 12.

2. Can a theoretical improvement in the measurement results be achieved by manually
optimizing the measurement positions? See Figure 13.
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Figure 12 shows a sensitivity analysis of the number of measurement points on the
theoretical measurement object explained in Section 2.1.3. The measurement positions are
evenly distributed. As anticipated and identical to the results on the 2D bending beam, the
measurement error magnifies as the number of measurement points decreases.

The theoretical outcomes reveal that the measurement error stays under 7% over vast
regions, even when the number of measurement points is cut to 15. It is only in small
peripheral areas that the measurement error reaches a maximum of 10%.

Figure 13 shows the results for an even distribution of the measuring points and two
freely chosen modifications of the measuring point positions for 15 measurement points.
The theoretical measurement error increases when compared to an even distribution.
In contrast to choosing the optimal measurement point positions on the 2D bending
beam, there are significantly more degrees of freedom available in a 3D space. Improving
the theoretical measurement accuracy by manually optimizing the measurement point
positions is no longer straightforward in the 3D space.

2.2. Experimental Verification of Deformation Measurement of Press Bolster Plates
2.2.1. Basic Experimental Testing under Laboratory Conditions

As part of the experimental tests, the basic functionality of the presented measurement
method was first tested. Figure 14 shows the test setup on a test object at TU Dresden. The
load was introduced via a gas spring assembly consisting of six staggered heavy-duty gas
springs (Figure 14a). The testing was initially carried out with a manual selection of evenly
distributed inclination measurement points in the x and y directions (Figure 14b).
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Figure 14. Measurement setup for inclination-based deformation measurements on the bolster plate
of the test object: (a) gas spring loading setup and used inclination sensor setups; and (b) applied
measurement positions for inclination measurements in the x and y directions.

The inclination measurements were carried out in duplicate for each measurement
point with each inclination sensor setup: using an expensive capacitive sensor (Wyler
Zerotronic) and a comparatively cheap electrolytic sensor (Fredericks). The necessary
angular resolution of the sensors depended on the dimensions of the bolster plate and the
amount of deformation. Through an examination of the measurement data presented in the
literature concerning deformations of bolster plates (see [1,4,6,7,11,43]), the theoretically
necessary angular resolutions could be computed by employing a basic bending beam
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model. These resolutions fell within the range of 0.0003 to 0.0005 degrees, aligning closely
with the specifications of the two sensors utilized.

At each measurement point, the inclination curves were recorded in the x and the
y directions (see Figure 14b). The measurement started with an unloaded machine and
therefore an un-deformed bolster plate. Subsequently, the press ram was moved down
to the bottom dead center (BDC) during the measurement, compressing the gas pressure
springs to their maximum force. After a short hold of the ram in the BDC, the return
stroke and the unloading of the machine took place, followed by the end of the inclination
measurement. The described procedure was carried out for 45 measurement points evenly
distributed on the press table. Figure 15 illustrates the procedure for processing the
measurement data. The raw data for each measurement point (Figure 15a) were first
smoothed using a moving average filter and converted into an inclination angle value
using the calibration curve of the sensor. The minimum value (the unloaded measurement
object; red points) and the maximum value (the fully loaded measurement object; blue
points) were then extracted from each smoothed data curve and assigned to the respective
measurement position (Figure 15b).
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Figure 15. Approach for the measurement data analysis: (a) raw measurement data and moving
average filter (red—unloaded state, blue—loaded state); (b) extracted minimum and maximum
inclination values (red—unloaded state, blue—loaded state); (c) calculated inclination differences
between loaded and unloaded states (red—y direction, blue —x direction); (d) calculated inclination
approximations in x and y directions (dots represent measurement points); and (e) final deformation
image of the measured object (the measurement result).

The inclination differences were then calculated (Figure 15c), from which the two
inclination approximations in the x and y directions were calculated (Figure 15d) using
the equations given in Section 2.1.3. This yielded the final deformation image of the
measurement object (Figure 15e). Figure 16 shows the two measurement results:
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Figure 16. Measurement results of the developed measurement method under central load application
on the test object: (a) Wyler Zerotronic inclination sensor, evenly distributed measurement points
that were manually selected; and (b) Fredericks electrolyte sensor, evenly distributed measurement
points that were manually selected.

Figure 16a shows the two measurement results for a centrally loaded machine and
evenly distributed measurement points, using the Wyler Zerotronic 3 sensor and the
Fredericks electrolyte sensor (Figure 16b). It is evident that using significantly cheaper
electrolyte sensors can yield nearly the same measurement results.

To validate the developed measurement method, a comparison measurement was
carried out using a proven measurement procedure (see Figure 17). The measurement of
the bolster plate deformation was carried out using 12 high-resolution measurement probes,
which were mounted on a carbon fiber measurement frame using measurement stands.
The four support points of the measurement frame were placed in the corner areas of the
bolster plate to ensure a minimal measurement error due to external table deformations.
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Figure 17. Measurement setup for conducting a comparative measurement on the bolster plate of the
test object: (a) gas spring setup and measurement frame equipped with high-resolution measurement
probes; and (b) positions of the measurement probes and support points (numbers 75, 80, 100
represent the stroke lengths of the gas springs).

The measurement data analysis was initially carried out analogously to Figure 15a.
The deformation at the respective measurement points was directly calculated from the
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extracted minimum and maximum values as well as the respective sensor positions
(Figure 17b). In addition, four further virtual measurement points were added to the
support points of the measurement frame and integrated into the analysis with a deforma-
tion of 0 µm. A continuous deformation image (Figure 18) was then calculated from the
resulting 16 measurement points using the MATLAB® internal TPS function.
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Figure 18. Measurement result of the comparison measurement of the bolster plate deformation of
the test object under central load application.

By extrapolating the deformation image beyond the support points of the measure-
ment frame, the table deformation in the outer regions of the bolster plate (outside the
measurement frame) could ultimately also be taken into account. For the extrapolation, the
support points of the measuring frame were added as virtual measurement points, and their
displacement was set to z = 0 µm. Subsequently, a surface approximation was calculated
from the totality of all measurement points. For this purpose, a Matlab® internal fitting
function (thin plate smoothing spline—TPS) was used, allowing an extrapolation beyond
the originally contained range of values in the measurements. Figure 19 shows the measure-
ment results for the central load introduction. The support points of the measuring frame
are located in the corners of the bolster plate in Figure 18 (see also Figure 17b). Figure 19
depicts the calculated absolute and relative error maps of the measurement results on the
test object.

The absolute error maps represent the difference between the inclination sensor-based
deformation measurement and the performed direct comparative measurement. In order
to provide a better assessment of the accuracy of the developed measurement method,
relative error images were also calculated. A direct consideration of the relative deviations,
where the percentage deviations between the two measurements are calculated with the
spatial resolution, is not appropriate here. The reason is that the relative error increases
disproportionately at very small deformation values in the peripheral areas of the bolster
plate. This would not provide a sensibly evaluable error pattern. Therefore, the relative
error images were calculated from the absolute error images in such a way that the relative
values refer to the maximum deformation of the reference measurement in the center of the
bolster plate. A comparison of the measurement accuracies generated by the two different
types of inclination sensors reveals that both sensors provide deformation results within
the same range of accuracy. When using the Wyler Zerotronic 3 sensor, the absolute errors
range from −19 to +13 µm, corresponding to a relative accuracy of −8 to +11%. When
using the Fredericks electrolytic sensor, the absolute errors range from −13 to +18 µm,
which corresponds to relative errors of −11 to +8%.
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Figure 19. Comparison of the measurement results using the novel measurement method, with the
results of the comparative measurement on the test object: (a) error in µm with the Wyler Zerotronic
3 sensor; (b) error in µm with the electrolytic sensor; (c) error in % with the Wyler Zerotronic 3 sensor;
and (d) error in % with the electrolytic sensor.

2.2.2. Testing as Part of a Press Commissioning at a Press Manufacturer

This section extends the basic testing of the newly developed inclination-based method
using measurements under real conditions and a comparison with the proven displacement-
based method on the same machine. For this purpose, the commissioning of a particularly
precise servo spindle press at a press manufacturer was used—this is the test machine
in the following. Figure 20 shows the applied test setups. The load was applied to the
machine using a two-stage gas spring arrangement consisting of four gas springs of up to
1200 kN nominal force. The crosswise arrangement of springs with the same stroke length
created a central load.
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Figure 20. Experimental setups for the determination of bolster plate deformations during a press
commissioning test on the test machine (numbers 80, 100 represent the stroke lengths of the gas
springs): (a) gas spring loading setup for central load force introduction and simplified inclination
sensor setup; measurement points for inclination-based deformation measurement at evenly dis-
tributed positions; and (b) gas spring setup and measurement frame with 12 measurement probes
for comparative measurement; measurement probe positions and support points for comparative
measurement.

Good results were achieved in the laboratory test (Section 2.2.1) with the significantly
cheaper electrolytic inclination sensor, so that only the electrolytic inclination sensor setup
was used in the tests carried out here. According to the method described above, several
inclination measurements in the x and y directions were carried out distributed on the
bolster plate. Since only one prototypical inclination sensor setup was available, a separate
load stroke was carried out with the machine for each measurement and an inclination
profile was recorded from the unloaded to the fully loaded bolster plate.

In addition to the developed measurement method (Figure 20a), a second measure-
ment using a measurement frame with 12 high-resolution measurement probes was applied,
as described in Section 2.2.1 (Figure 20b). Due to the slightly inwardly shifted support
points, the measurement frame shifts downward during load application. This measure-
ment error is approximately compensated for by extrapolating the deformation surface
generated from the measurement points to the edges of the bolster plate. Figure 21a,b show
the measurement results obtained from the two applied measurement methods.
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Figure 21. Measurement results of the deformation measurements conducted on the test machine and
a comparison with the results of the comparative measurement: (a) measurement results obtained
using the developed measurement method with evenly distributed manual measurement positions;
(b) measurement results of the comparative measurement; (c) error in µm with the Fredericks
electrolytic sensor; and (d) error in % with the Fredericks electrolytic sensor.

Figure 21c,d illustrate the measurement accuracies of the measurements conducted on
the high-precision servo press. The measurements were performed using a cost-effective
electrolytic inclination sensor. The achieved measurement accuracies range from −8 to
+8 µm, corresponding to relative measurement accuracies of −11 to +6% relative to the
maximum bolster plate deformation. The new measurement method yields comparable
results to the established method in real conditions, indicating its effectiveness.

3. Discussion

Based on the findings from the theoretical investigations from Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.5,
the sensitivity of the measurement results to the number of measurement points and the
position of the individual measurements was investigated.

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis of Measurement Point Quantity

For this purpose, the individual measurement point readings were excluded from
the calculation of the deformation images. Figure 22 shows the results of the developed
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measurement method for the evaluation of 45, 25, and 10 of the originally recorded mea-
surement points on the test object, as well as the respective deviations from the comparison
measurement. Figure 23, in analogy, presents the evaluation of 32, 20 and 14 of the mea-
surement points recorded on the investigated test machine.
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The calculated error images between the comparison measurement and the novel
measurement method show that there is only a slight dependency of the measurement
result on the number of measurement points. Even when evaluating only 10 measurement
points (on the test object), the deviations compared to the comparison measurements are
only slightly larger than when evaluating all recorded measurement points. For the test
object the maximum errors range between 18 µm and 21 µm (11–14.5%). However, the
deciding factor for this is the position of the measurement points on the object being
measured. While there is a nearly even distribution of measurement points with 45 or
25 points on the test object (Figure 22), with 10 measurement points there is already a large
degree of discretion in choosing the positions for the local inclination measurements on the
test object.

Similarly, for the test machine, a reduction in the measurement points leads to only
a slight increase in measurement inaccuracy—see Figure 23. For the test machine the
maximum errors range between 8 µm and 10 µm (11–13%). Here too, however, the influence
of the individual measurement positions on the calculated measurement result increases
as the number of measurement points decreases. If an even distribution of a sufficient
number of measurement points is not possible, it is especially important to capture the
local inclinations where, as expected, high inclination values occur during deformation.
In the example measurements of the bolster plate deformations with a centric load, the
measurement points shown here are primarily located on the coordinate axes of the press
coordinate system and in the bolster plate corners.

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Measurement Point Position

Figure 24 shows that for a small number of measuring points there can be a high sensi-
tivity of the measuring accuracy at the individual measurement positions. The maximum
absolute and relative errors on the test object vary between 19 and 46 µm (11.5–27.5%) when
using nine measuring points. In the case of the test machine with 10 measuring points, a
variation in the maximum measurement error of just 21–24 µm (29–33%) is observed, which
suggests a much lower sensitivity. The different positioning variants of the measuring
points in Figures 24 and 25 were freely chosen from the available measurement data.
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measurement on the test machine.

3.3. Error Considerations of the Conducted Measurements

The presented measurement results were obtained under the influence of several
potential sources of error, which are briefly addressed below. Simplified inclination sensor
setups were used in the studies to capture the inclination signals on the bolster plates
under investigation. Only one sensor per sensor type was available for the fundamental
studies performed, requiring a large number of individual measurements that were not
synchronized in time for each series of measurements. The inclination measurements and
the probe measurements of the comparative measurement were conducted on separate days
for both machines. In summary, the following potential sources of error can be identified:

• Deviations in the load application between the inclination-based deformation mea-
surement and the comparative measurement due to temperature differences in the gas
pressure springs and minimal leakage at the spring valves;

• Deviations in the load application due to control deviations in the force or stroke
controls of the test object and the machine;

• Inaccuracies in the manual evaluation of the non-synchronized raw measurement data
of the individual inclination measurements;

• Inaccuracies in the manual alignment of the sensor setups on the bolster plates;
• Angular errors due to deviations from perpendicularity during the setup of the sensors

on the simplified sensor setups;
• Angular errors due to deviations from perpendicularity during the alignment of the

sensor setups on the bolster plates of the test machines;
• Temperature drifts of the inclination sensors during the recording of a measurement

series (lasting several hours);
• Minimal adjustment of the sensor alignment on the recording plates of the simplified

sensor setups;
• Insufficient holding time at maximum load at BDC.

It can be assumed that by reducing the potential sources of errors, the measurement
results would be even more precise. One essential measure for this is the synchronized
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measurement of all measurement points involved in a deformation measurement, as well
as the precise and stable installation of the sensors in the measurement modules.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel measurement method for the 3D deformation measure-
ment on machine tools based on local inclination measurements. Its functionality was
demonstrated for the deformation measurements on press bolster plates within an accuracy
range of <20 µm. For the measurement of static bolster plate deformations, the presented
method offers significant advantages over existing methods. These include a high appli-
cation efficiency, a high level of application flexibility, and comparatively low acquisition
costs compared to laser trackers or stereo camera systems, as well as measurement frames
with high-precision measurement probes. In addition to pure deformation measurements,
the presented method and the corresponding measurement system also allow displacement
measurements, e.g., to determine ram tilting due to eccentric load application. Further
investigations will be carried out.

It was experimentally proven that, starting from 20 local inclination measurement
points, central bolster plate deformations can be reliably detected. As the number of
measurement points decreases, the influence of the measurement positions on the mea-
surement result increases. Future work will therefore focus on methods for a model-based
optimization of the measurement positions.

It is also expected that a further improvement in the measurement accuracy can be
achieved by using time-synchronized measurement modules. The development of such
a measurement system is currently in progress at ICM e.V. The measurement system will
consist of 25 measurement modules and is intended to enable a simple and time-saving yet
precise determination of the deformations and deflections in forming presses under load. A
patent application for the presented measurement method and the developed measurement
system has already been filed by ICM.

At present, it is not possible to carry out dynamic measurements during continuous
cycling of the press or to introduce dynamic loads at this stage of the system development.
Nonetheless, it is feasible to extend the fundamental approach to dynamic measurements
with the aid of appropriate sensors. This is also planned for future research.

5. Patents

Patent application under the patent number 10 2023 115 430.3.
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Abbreviations/Nomenclature

Term Explanation
bolster plate clamping plate for tool fixture in forming presses

press commissioning
setup and initiation process, including testing and making the press
operational

press ram
movable part of a press that applies pressure to the material being
processed

press table
flat surface or platform on a press where the material or workpiece is
positioned and processed

press working space/area area between the table and the ram of a forming press
T-slot groove in press table or ram for tool fixation
BDC Bottom Dead Center
DIC Digital Image Correlation
ICM ICM—Institut Chemnitzer Maschinen- und Anlagenbau e.V.
PSD Position Sensitive Detector
TPS Thin plate smoothing spline
2D Two dimensional
3D Three dimensional
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